
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO.  F507198

TERESA ARREOLA CLAIMANT

TYSON POULTRY, SELF INSURED RESPONDENT
                           

OPINION FILED DECEMBER 7, 2010 

Before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MICHAEL L. ELLIG in  Fort Smith,
Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by REX CHRONISTER, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas. 

Respondent represented by DIANE GRAHAM, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The only dispute at the present time, in this case, is the

claimant’s entitlement to permanent partial disability benefits for

permanent physical impairment.  Both parties have waived their

right to a hearing, and have requested that this issue be resolved

solely on an agreed record. This agreed record consists of four

stipulations and sixty-three pages of medical records. The letter

from the respondent’s attorney, which was attached to these records

and sets out the fourth stipulation submitted, along with the

sixty-three pages of medical records has been made Commission’s

Exhibit No. 1 and will be the sole record on which is issue is

decided.

The following stipulations are offered by the parties and are

hereby accepted:

1. The employee-self insured employer relationship existed

between the parties on November 8, 2004.
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2. The claimant sustained a compensable injury to her right

knee on November 8, 2004.

3. At the time of the compensable injury the claimant earned

wages sufficient to entitle her to a temporary total

disability rate of $247.00 and a permanent partial

disability rate of $185.00.

4. The claimant’s healing period ended November 22, 2005.

By agreement of the parties, the sole issue before the

Commission, at the present time, is the claimant’s entitlement to

permanent partial disability benefits for permanent physical

impairment.

In regard to this issue, the claimant contends that she is

entitled to permanent partial disability benefits for permanent

physical impairment, which has resulted from her compensable right

knee injury.

In regard to this issue, the respondent does not admit that

the claimant sustained any permanent physical impairment from her

right knee injury, but rely on the “0%” rating by the claimant’s

treating physician (Dr. Stephen Heim). 

 DISCUSSION

   As previously stated, the sole issue in this case is the

claimant’s entitlement to permanent partial disability benefits for

permanent physical impairment from her compensable right knee

injury. The burden rests upon the claimant to prove both the

existence and extent of permanent physical impairment.  Further,
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the claimant must show that such an “impairment” and resulting

“disability” satisfies the various requirements of the Act.

The compensable injury involved in this claim is to a portion

of her body that is scheduled under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-521. Thus,

the claimant’s entitlement to permanent partial disability benefits

is primarily controlled by the provisions of this subsection.

Under this subsection, the claimant is limited to permanent partial

disability benefits only for permanent physical impairment to the

scheduled member, unless the claimant can prove that the

compensable scheduled injury has resulted in permanent total

disability.  In the present case, the claimant has not contended

that she has been rendered permanently totally disabled by her

compensable right knee injury, nor does the evidence support such

a conclusion.

In order to meet her burden of proof, the claimant must show

that the existence and extent of permanent physical impairment is

supported by “objective and measurable physical findings”, Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-704(c)(1)(B). She must further show that the

existence and extent of permanent physical impairment was

calculated in accord with the Commissions’s official rating guide,

which at this time is the American Medical Association’s Guides to

the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (Fourth Edition), Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-521(h). In determining the existence and extent of

permanent physical impairment no consideration can be given to

complaints of pain, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(ii).  Finally,

the claimant must prove that the compensable injury was the “major
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cause” (i.e. more than 50 percent) of the permanent physical

impairment and resulting disability, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(F)(ii).

The Appellate Courts have recognized that it is the duty or

obligation of this Commission to determine both the existence and

extent of permanent physical impairment in a manner that conforms

to the various requirements of the Act. Although expert medical

opinion on this issue still remain relevant, it is no longer

necessary or binding. However, in order to even be considered by

this Commission, any expert medical opinion must be stated within

a reasonable degree of medical certainty Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(B). Further, such expert medical opinion must, itself,

conform with all of the various requirements imposed by the Act. 

In the present case, the only expert medical opinion on the

issue of the existence and extent of permanent impairment is found

in Dr. Stephen Heim’s report of April 19, 2006. In this report, Dr.

Heim stated:

“0% disability rating on right knee.”

Dr. Heim is a board-certified orthopaedic surgeon and has been

the claimant’s treating physician for her compensable right knee

injury. However, after consideration of all the medical evidence

presented, I can not agree with the assessment of Dr Heim. I would

note that Dr. Heim offers no explanation of how he arrived at this

opinion.  The justification or rationale for his opinion is

crucial, in light of the fact that it appears contrary to the other

evidence presented and the official rating guide.
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The medical evidence clearly shows that the claimant’s

compensable injury resulted in a partial tear that involved 50

percent of the anterior portion of the claimant’s lateral meniscus.

This damage required surgical repair by Dr. Heim, in the form of a

partial lateral meniscectomy. This procedure was performed on

February 24, 2005.

The medical evidence further shows that the claimant

subsequently developed a partial retear of the lateral meniscus and

a partial tear of the medial meniscus. The greater weight of the

evidence presented (particularly, the medical evidence) establishes

that these subsequent partial tears were a compensable consequence

or complication of the claimant’s compensable injury and the

medical treatment that is required. As a result of these

compensable complications or consequences, Dr. Heim performed a

second surgical repair, in the form of a partial medial

meniscectomy and another partial lateral meniscectomy, on July 25,

2005. 

Finally, the medical evidence shows that the claimant has also

developed “post traumatic” arthritis in her right knee joint. The

greater weight of the evidence presented again establishes that

this post traumatic arthritis represents a further compensable

consequence of the claimant’s initial compensable injury and the

two subsequent surgical procedures that is required.  

The official rating guide recommends an assessment of

permanent physical impairment resulting in the form of  meniscal

tears that require surgical repair or meniscectomies.  Under table
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64 on page 85 of the American Medical Association’s Guides to the

Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (Fourth Edition) a permanent

physical impairment of 10 percent to the lower extremity is

recommended for partial meniscectomies of both the medial and

lateral meniscii.  Such an impairment rating would clearly be

“supported by objective and measurable physical findings,”, as

required by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704(c)(1)(B). Obviously, this

assessment of permanent physical impairment would give no

consideration to pain, as mandated by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(A)(ii)(a). Further, the assessment of this degree of

permanent physical impairment would be calculated in a manner that

would conform to the Commission’s official rating guide, as

required by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-521(h). Finally, it is obvious

from the evidence presented that the claimant’s compensable injury

of November 8, 2004, would be the sole and therefore “major cause”

of this degree of permanent physical impairment.  

The Commission’s official rating guide also provides a method

for the assessment of permanent physical impairment for permanent

damage for resulting from “post traumatic “arthritis. This method

can be found in table 62 on page 83 of the American Medical

Association’s Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment

(Fourth Edition).  The use of this table in the assessment of

permanent physical impairment would also satisfy the requirements

of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704(c)(1)(B);  §11-9-521(h); and §11-9-

102(16)(A)(ii)(a).  
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However, the medical evidence presented is insufficent to show

that the claimant’s “post traumatic” arthritis has resulted in

sufficient cartilage damage to satisfy the requirements necessary

for the assessment of permanent physical impairment under table 62,

(i.e. a remaining cartilage interval reduced to 3 millimeters or

less). From the evidence presented, it is also impossible to

determine whether the claimant’s compensable injury and resulting

surgeries were the “major cause” of any particular portion of

whatever cartilage loss the claimant may be experiencing.  

The MRI of February 1, 2005 showed chondromalacia changes of

the patella and subchondral cystic changes of the posterior mid

tibial plateau. However, what portion of any of the chondral or

cartilage damage was pre-existing and what portion was caused by

the effects of the claimant’s compensable injury is unascertainable

from the current record. This report also gives no insight into the

specific amount or extent of this chondral or cartilage damage.  

In his operative report of February 24, 2005, Dr.  Heim noted

only “very mild” chondromalacia and none that “appeared terribly

acute”. In this same operative report he also observed “very very

mild” degenerative changes of the knee. 

The MRI of June 17, 2005 was interpreted as showing posterior

patellar cartilage thinning, as before. Again, there is no specific

measure of the degree or extent of this cartilage damage or loss.

In his operative report of July 25, 2005, Dr. Heim observed

“no degenerative changes whatsoever” of the patellofemoral joint

line, no chondromalacia in the area of the medial joint line, and
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“intact articular cartilage with no chondromalacia” in the area of

the lateral joint line.

On August 31, 2007, the claimant underwent x-rays of both

knees at the request of Dr. James Deneke.  These x-rays were

interpreted as showing only “mild narrowing” of the medial femoral

tibial compartment in both knees with some degenerative spurring of

the lateral aspect of the right lateral tibial plateau. No

measurements were given in regard to the remaining cartilage depth.

After consideration of all the evidence presented, it is my

opinion that the claimant has proven by the greater weight of the

credible evidence that she has sustained a permanent physical

impairment of 10 percent to the leg below the hip from her

compensable injury of November 8, 2004. This degree or percentage

of permanent impairment complies with all of the various

requirements imposed by the Act. The claimant would be entitled to

permanent partial disability benefits for this degree of permanent

physical impairment, under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-521.  

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation

Commission has jurisdiction of this

claim.

2. On November 8, 2004, the relationship of

employee-self insured employer existed

between the parties.

3. On November 8, 2004, the claimant earned

wages sufficient to entitle her to weekly
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compensation benefits of $247.00 for

total disability and $185.00 for

permanent partial disability.  

4. On November 8, 2004, the claimant

sustained a compensable injury to her

right knee.

5. The claimant’s healing period from the

effects of this compensable injury ended

on November 22, 2005.

6. The claimant is entitled to permanent

partial disability benefits for a

permanent physical impairment of 10

percent to the leg below the hip. The

claimant has proven by the greater weight

of the credible evidence that her

compensable injury of November 8, 2004,

was the “major cause” of this degree of

permanent physical impairment and

resulting permanent partial disability.

This percentage or degree of permanent

physical impairment is supported by

objective and measurable physical

findings, gives no consideration to pain,

or other subjective matters, and is

calculated in a manner that conforms to

the Commission’s official rating guide.
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7. No request was made for ruling on

controversion and appropriate attorney’s

fees. Thus, this matter is reserved for

future determination, if necessary.

ORDER

The respondent shall pay to the claimant permanent partial

disability benefits for a permanent physical impairment of 10

percent to the leg below the hip.

All benefits, which have heretofore accrued, are payable in

all lump sum without discount.

This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until

paid. 

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                              
                               MICHAEL L. ELLIG
                                 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


